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1) Tax optimization by multinational corporations is 
observed worldwide (Slemrod 2004: “The economics 
of corporate selfishness”)

https://www.ft.com/content/21819b10-8cc3-
11e7-a352-e46f43c5825d accessed: Sept.19, 
2017

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/09/03/starbu
cks-and-amazon-pay-less-tax-than-sausage-
stands-says-austr/ accessed: Sept. 19, 2017

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/31/technology/
apple-tax-eu-ireland.html, accessed: Sept. 19, 
2017

http://www.newsweek.com/behind-amazons-
tax-strategy-494325, accessed: September 
19, 2017

https://www.ft.com/content/21819b10-8cc3-11e7-a352-e46f43c5825d
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2016/09/03/starbucks-and-amazon-pay-less-tax-than-sausage-stands-says-austr/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/31/technology/apple-tax-eu-ireland.html
http://www.newsweek.com/behind-amazons-tax-strategy-494325


2) Tax professionals are essential players in the 
market: Bankman (1999, p. 1790): “Tax shelters are 
expensive to develop; these promoters are able to sell 
development costs in a way that in-house counsel 
cannot replicate.”

https://home.kpmg.com/us/en/ho
me/services/tax/international-
tax0/international-tax-services-
for-global-investments.html, 
accessed: September 19, 2017

https://home.kpmg.com/us/en/home/services/tax/international-tax0/international-tax-services-for-global-investments.html


PwC’s Financial Analytics 
& Derivatives 
professionals use 
sophisticated models and
analytical skills to value 
complex financial 
instruments for tax 
reporting, structure
instruments fitting the 
client’s unique needs and 
the requirements of the 
taxing authorities, and 
design strategies to 
reduce risk and maximize 
opportunities.



https://global.h
andelsblatt.com
/politics/the-
long-arm-of-
the-eu-tax-
man-827868, 
accessed: 
September 19, 
2017
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/14/ireland-abolish-double-irish-tax-scheme-
apple: accessed: September 19, 2017

3) It may take time for governments and the OECD 
to identify tax optimizing models and to close the 
loopholes that are exploited, but eventually it can 
happen.

https://global.handelsblatt.com/politics/the-long-arm-of-the-eu-tax-man-827868
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/oct/14/ireland-abolish-double-irish-tax-scheme-apple


4) Unexplored opportunities: The multiplicity of rules and 
agreements in the context of international taxation 
provide a wealth of loopholes that can potentially be 
discovered and used for the innovation of new tax 
optimization models.

Example: possible cases
of non-correspondence as
a function of the number
of bilateral treaties

… …
n=2 n=3 n=8



5) Innovators and imitators:

The large international tax accounting firms (e.g. the 
‘big four’) typically should have an information 
advantage in this discovery process, whereas 
smaller accounting firms may be able to observe, 
study and imitate existing optimizing models, but 
this may require some delay.



Research question: 

Study a game between tax accounting firms and 
the government that allows for innovation, 
imitation, governmental regulation.

Focus on the role of delay in imitation and the 
delay in regulating and banning existing models 
and their relative length.



The literature: 

Studies on MNE’s corporate tax avoidance, tax 
havens and Base Erosion and Profit Shifting
(Slemrod and Wilson 2009, Hong and Smart 2010, 
Johannesen 2010, Keen and Konrad 2013, Hopland 
et al. 2015, Ault 2013)

The role of tax accountants
(Hines 2004, Curry et al. 2014, Slemrod 2004)

Innovation and competition
(Harris and Vickers 1987, Reinganum 1989, 
Bhattacharyya and Nanda 2000)



We characterize the dynamic interaction between among 
tax accounting firms that can innovate and imitate tax 
avoidance models and sell these to companies on the one 
side and a government that taxes and closes tax loopholes. 
Markov perfect equilibrium depends on the delay in 
imitation and the delay in regulation:

Full compliance in case of small/no regulatory delay: leads 
to a full-compliance outcome: no innovation, no imitation, 
no tax avoidance.

Stationary equilibrium with an innovation – regulation race in 
case of equal size delays.

Alternating equilibrium: periods with innovation and 
expensive tax avoidance alternate with periods with 
massive low-price avoidance and governmental regulatory 
action if regulation is much delayed.











The market for tax-avoidance products
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Case 1: Bertrand cut-throat competition



Case 1: Bertrand cut-throat competition

MNEs‘ net rent



Case 2: innovator firm L is a monopolist



Case 2: innovator firm L is a monopolist
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Case 3: No market for tax-avoidance products

Tax
revenue



Payoffs

Period payoffs: Discounted sum of
period payoffs:



Zero regulatory delay (k=0)

PROPOSITION 1



The full-compliance equilibrium path for k = 0:
The government bans any new tax-avoidance
product immediately; this is anticipated – no
innovation takes place



Regulatory delay = imitation delay (k=1)

PROPOSITION 2



MPE with continued innovation and regulation for k = 1:
The government removes old tax-avoidance products just 
before they could be imitated, but cannot immediately ban the
newly innovated tax-avoidance products



Proposition 4 (for k=2)



MPE with innovation – imitation cycles for k = 2:
The government removes old tax-avoidance products just 
before they could be imitated, but cannot immediately ban
the newly innovated tax-avoidance products



We characterize three types of Markov-perfect 
equilibria that emerge for different relative sizes of 
imitation delay and regulatory delay: 

Full compliance in case of short regulatory delay:  
leads to a full-compliance outcome: no innovation, 
no imitation, no tax avoidance

Stationary equilibrium with an innovation – regulation 
race in case of equally large delays

Alternating equilibrium: periods with innovation, 
regulatory action and expensive tax avoidance 
alternate with periods with massive low-price 
avoidance and no governmental regulatory action 
if regulation delay is large.

Comparison



The government’s preference:

MPE with no delay (k = 0): maximum tax revenue, 
zero cost of regulatory action is best. 

followed by MPE with some delay (k =1): some tax 
revenue from the fact that the market price for tax-
avoidance products is high, such that some firms 
prefer to comply rather than purchasing such a 
product, but also some regulatory cost, 

Followed by MPE with long regulatory delay (k = 
2): In half of the periods the tax revenue is zero, in 
the other half it is equal to the revenue in the 
monopoly case.

Comparison



The innovative firm’s preference:

This firm prefers an intermediate amount of delay: 
k=1 (innovation cost and monopoly rent in each 
period).

It prefers if the government is informed sufficiently 
early and can remove the products which are 
imitated by others and therefore no longer 
profitable.

This can explain if the top accounting firms collude 
with the government and provide information (and 
scientific advice) to the government about existing 
standard tax-planning models. 

Comparison



Tax accounting firms play an essential role for Base 
Erosion and Tax Competition. 

Some firms may innovate and sell tax-avoidance 
products.

Other firms may imitate existing avoidance-
products and sell them to MNEs that use these 
products. 

National governments may attempt to regulate and 
ban such products.

The results highlight the role of imitation delay and 
regulatory delay and the relative size of these 
delays.

Conclusions



Innovative tax-accounting firms prefer a regime in 
which the government bans existing tax-avoidance 
products, but with some delay.

There is a kind of symbiotic relationship between 
the government and these firms, as these firms may 
report to the government and inform the 
government about existing products that are 
already cheap and imitated.

To take up this information and to ban these 
products is also beneficial for the government, as it 
leads to higher prices for tax-avoidance products. 
Fewer firms use them an more firms are compliant. 

Conclusions
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THE END 
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